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Preliminary notes

Request@Web is the Web interface of the Requests program, via which customers of Omikron can
enter and maintain requests (error, change, miscellaneous) concerning the applications in a requests
database. Hereby, only an internet browser is required for the individual workstations.
This document describes the most important functions of the Web interface for the Requests program.
It can be downloaded from the initial page using this button:

The following topics are brought up here:

1. Access to the requests database
2. Log on to the requests database
3. Enter new requests
4. Control elements of the requests program
5. Procedures for the requests approval

The following browser is recommended for working with the web interface:
Microsoft Edge

In 2012, a redesign was carried out with the following main features:

-

Hiding and moving of columns, changing of column size analog to MultiCash® WebEdition

-

New columns: the request number was divided into separate columns, so that it can be selected
on each column by quick selection and also sorted accordingly; type and priority likewise have
own columns for quick selection; a sorting after priority column sorts first according to the type of
request, after this according to priority; a new field customer reference can be filled freely and
selected thereafter accordingly

-

Possibility to save, to load, to delete selection profiles; combobox for the direct load of a
selection profile in the overview; at logon, the last selected profile is loaded automatically;
selection boxes in a separate area
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Clicking the request text opens a popup for the display of detailed information in each case;
several popups can remain at the same time opened in the overview; the quick selection in the
request text scans the short and long request text as well as the comment

-

The detailed view was arranged more clearly

-

Export of some standard fields as CSV file after selection possible
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1. Access requirements

2

2

How does it work exactly?

A. You don't have a user-id or you want to add an new user?
ind out your customer number rom the contract documents and ill in the registration orm
ou ind a sample o the orm under

ou can also re uest the orm on the start page o the change re uest database using the ollo ing
button
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Some hints for filling the form:
Please enter the names of the individual users in the column "User" with first name and last name.
The "user" (user ID) is formed from this by Omikron with a maximum of eight alphanumeric
characters.
By entering information in the column "Module name/Module group", the user's access can be limited
to certain modules, so that, for example, requests can only be entered for the software that is also
used in the respective department/branch, etc. If this information is not entered, all licensed modules
are accessible. If not specified, all licensed modules are made accessible.
The fields in the "Authorisations" column can be used to map your organisational structures. For
example, you can determine users who can edit (i.e. add, change) requests, other users who are
(additionally or exclusively) authorised to approve these requests. If a user is only to have "read
access" to the change requests database, none of the three fields must be ticked.
If you have further questions on this, then please contact Omikron using the e-mail address
adminmeldung@omikron.de. The following button is available to do this:
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B. Registration form
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2. Log on to the requests database
The registration can take place with the six-digit customer number or the user IDs ("users") that have
been assigned to the customer's employees.
After the first logon you have to input a personal password.
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How does it work exactly?

A. How to log on to the requests database?
First you open the logon page using menu item "Change Request Database" in the "Support" area on
the Omikron Web site http ://www.omikron.de

or you follow the link given in the e-mail sent to you. In each case, the following logon screen opens:
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Enter your user name and your password here and confirm with this button afterwards:

B. You have lost your password?
If you have lost your password, you can request an e-mail containing a new password.

For this, please enter your valid user name and click on the button "Request password" afterwards.
Subsequently, the new password is sent to you by e-mail. Logon with it as described under A.
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C. You don't find a menu item for editing requests after successful logon?
After the initial logon you have to change your password first. Working with the given default
password is not possible for security reasons. The program directly switches to the password change
dialog.
In the following dialog you enter the given default password initially, then the password assigned by
you. You have to repeat this input once, before the password change is completed by confirming with

("Save settings").

For a later change of the password you use the appropriate menu item from the menu bar.

After the password change please log on again as described under A., then the menu item for
entering requests will be there.
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In the menu bar you find also the area with individual settings such as authorizations, allocated
modules etc.

If necessary, you can switch off here e.g. the daily e-mail notification concerning status changes by
selecting "Yes".)

Please note:
If you want to enter requests, the field "Authorization for creating new requests" must be filled
with "Yes".

After modifications, don't forget to press the
changes become effective.
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In addition, you can open this Quick Reference via menu item:

If Acrobat Reader is installed, the appropriate PDF file opens:

By the way:
To log off from the system always use the logoff entry from the left side of the menu bar.

You will be disconnected from the server, all sessions will be terminated correctly and you can close
your internet browser.

Be sure to use always the menu/toolbar functions for navigation within the program, and avoid
using your browser's "back" function.
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3. New entry of requests
By selecting the menu item "Requests" from the menu bar of the requests program

you switch to the overview of the requests:

In the toolbar you find the icon for the new record entry of requests:

(moving the curser over the icon opens the following quick info: New record)
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A. You don't find an icon for entering a new request or it is disabled?
Each icon in the toolbar can appear in three different shapes. If specific functions are not available,
the appropriate icon is disabled:

means disabled, i.e. the function in not available

means enabled, i.e. the function is available

means active, i.e. on contact with the cursor the icon changes the color (the
cursor becomes a hand)
In order to be able to enter new requests, first you have to select from the list a module, for which
you want to enter (a) new request(s):

After selection of the wanted module you have to renew your view using the "Refresh" icon:

(quick info: Refresh)
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After pressing the button a selection of the data records takes place, so that only the requests of the
selected module are shown.
Then also the icon for entering new requests is enabled (if the authorization exists for this):
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B. How to enter a new request?
Click the icon for entering new requests:

In the entry mask that appears, you must first enter the identifier of the version number (e.g. 4.10) and
release number (e.g. 011) of the module for which you wish to enter the query. Example: 4.10.011
(format n.nn.nnn). Older entries still exist in the format n.nn.

The further fields like the mandatory field "Reported by", "Name" as well as the "Email address" will
be filled on new request input from your user data.
In addition it can be stored, who made the original request (if entered on behalf of someone else)
and as additional field a customer reference can be filled freely.
Beside this you should specify type (error, change request, misc.) and priority (low, middle, high,
immense) of your request.
The following criteria should give you an indication of which priority is appropriate for a request:
immensely
- Errors that cause the application to crash
- Errors that prevent communication between the bank and the customer
- Generation of incorrect payments or payments cannot be generated
- Errors during installation or update
- Errors in the SQL interface (if installed)
high
- Errors that disable important functions but do not affect communication.
- Errors that could pose an economic risk. For example, if there is a risk of double submission for
orders or order limits are not observed.
medium
- Errors that do not significantly affect functionality, e.g. export or selection functions do not work
correctly.
- Payments are not displayed correctly
low
- Linguistic errors in the user interface
- Visual errors in the user interface
- Lack of consistency in texts
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Subsequently, you enter your request text in the appropriate fields.
The smaller field is filled with a request text title, which should contain all important information in short form.
This text will be immediately visible later in the overviews.
Into the larger text field you write your detailed request text. This text will be shown later only after clicking the
request text title in the overview (popup) or is displayed in the detailed view.

Example:

Finally, you store your entered new request by clicking on the "Save" button above:

Subsequently, you can immediately enter a further request. To quit the input mask, you have to click
the "Cancel" button:

Thus you return to the overview of requests simultaneously.

Please note:
Requests become only then visible for Omikron, if you have approved the request.

The current approval status

can be recognized as follows:

As long as you did not approve a request (Approval status "Request entered":
© 2022 Omikron Systemhaus GmbH & Co. KG
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For deletion the following button is available in the toolbar of the detailed view:

After approval of a request (Approval status "Final approval":

) this is no longer possible.

In order to approve an entered request, you have to switch from the overview again to the detailed
view of the request (if necessary after a selection on "to be approved only").
There is a "Final approval" button available for you then (with the two-level special approval
procedure first an temporary approval is accomplished; for more see Chapter 5):

Subsequently, this button becomes a "Remove approval" button, in order to be able to cancel the
approval if necessary:
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C. How can I add further information to my request
ou can send any ile as
attachement to the re uest entered
by you elo the re uest te t you
have the possibility o selecting a
local ile via ro se button

Confirm your selection with
[Open]. The location of the
chosen file is displayed in the field
"Attachment":

A copy of this file is then sent together with the
request to Omikron and stored there locally, e.g.:
This file can be displayed then again for the appropriate request
(
). Attached files keep their original extension, so that with
clicking on the attachment the associated display program is started
immediately in the re uests program (e g crobat eader or D

he partner status gives you the possibility to give eedbac on mi ron's
processing o your re uest ou can accept not accept or ithdra the
status assigned to the re uest by mi ron (Icons see p )

ter a re uest has been saved it is possible
to add the no o a related record o the
mi ron ic et system in the ield tic et
sho n belo
his helps the developers at
mi ron ith the analysis and avoids
ueries
Detailed in ormation concerning the di erent
control elements o the re uests program can
be ound in the ollo ing chapter
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4. Control elements of the requests database overview / detailed
view
The toolbar contains icons/buttons with different functions.
In the selection area fields are shown, with which you can select data from the requests database.
In the database records area usually 10 requests (adjustable) are displayed one below each other.
By clicking in the request number area you switch to a detailed view of the respective request.
Example for the requests database overview:
Icons
Selection

Database records

A. Toolbar
Above the records area and the selection/quick selection area different functions are summarized in
the toolbar.
Example overview:

Example detailed view:
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Control elements in the toolbar (they vary depending on whether the overview or the detailed view is
open):

This icon is used to browse to previous pages (in the overview) or to previous data
records (in the detailed view) (deactivated, as long as you are on the first page).
This icon is used to browse to next pages (in the overview) or to next data records (in
the detailed view) (deactivated, as long as you are on the last page).
Switch back to the overview of requests:
This function is only active in the detailed view of a request data record. Changes
possibly made at the request shown are not stored here.
Cancel (on secondary windows only):
This icon used to quit the function without executing the function.
Selection of database records:
A selection mask is called, which makes it possible for large volumes of data to limit the
number of data records shown specifically.
After input of the selection criteria and confirmation with [OK] thereafter only those
requests are displayed, which correspond to the selection criteria.
New entry of record:
This function is only available in the overview and is only then active, if the module has
been selected before, for which a new request should be entered (if authorization for this
exists).
Modify a request (Change record):
This function is only available in the detailed view of a change request record.
Save record:
E.g. in the detailed view you hereby save your changes to the request in our requests
database.
Delete request:
This function is only available in the detailed view for the individual data record.
As long as you did not approve a request, you can delete it. After confirming an
appropriate security prompt with [OK], the data record is finally deleted:

After the approval of a request this function is deactivated.
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Set request to "Read":
This function is only available, as long as the request is "New" for the active user
(labelled with the "eye"). After the request is marked as "Read" by this button or was
eddited by the active user the "eye" is turned off.

Approval / Final approval:
This function is only available in the detailed view for the individual data record (if an
authorization for approval exists).

As long as you did not approve a request, you can approve it with this icon.
Remove approval:
This function is only available in the detailed view for the individual data record (if an
authorization for approval exists).

If you have approved a request, you can remove the approval with this icon.
Use Refresh to update the page display.

Mark all requests:
This function is only available in the overview. With this you can check all data records
currently shown (for the execution of a function, which should affect all data records
shown).
Remove all marks (i.e. mark none):
With this you can remove the selection of all data records shown.
Generate CSV
After clicking the icon the following button appears to display the generated CSV file:
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Create PDF:
This icon is only active, if a selection was defined before. Using this icon a PDF file is
created with all requests, which correspond to the current selection.
If a display of request was selected and sorted by a field, then individual requests can be
marked using the check box in the first column. If the sorting is active, on creating a PDF
file only the marked requests are outputted to the PDF file.
From the list box behind the button two different output formats "List type" can be
selected ("Complete" or "Compressed").

Subsequently, the following button for the display of the PDF appears.
View last PDF:
Hereby the last generated PDF file is displayed. It can be stored or printed on your local
computer then.
Specify the number of the displayed records:
The number of requests, which are to be shown in the overview on each page, you define
using a list box a the rightmost:
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B. Selection area
Control elements in the selection area (overview only):
Saved
selections

Use this list box to load already saved selections (s. further below):

At logon the profile selected at last is loaded automatically.
Project

Module

Under a project many modules are summarized. So all modules, e.g. for the
MultiCash Core module, can be displayed at once.

List of available modules. Normally all requests of all modules are shown, this can
hereby be limited to a certain module.

For the Quick selection see D.
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An enhanced selection can be made using the following icon:

A selection mask opens, where you can specify your selection criteria:

In order to let a selection become effective, press [OK]:

Save selection:
The chosen selection criteria are stored in a user-specific profile and can be reused later.
To do this a descriptive name for the profile has to be entered in the field "Save selection". Each
user can store up to 255 different profiles.

Load selection:
If selection profiles are stored for the current user, then one can be selected from the following
selection list "Saved selections". With the Refresh-button the appropriate selection is activated.
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Delete criteria:
If you wish to delete the selection criteria of a selection, you can do this using the "Delete criteria"
button:

Delete selection:
If you wish to delete a saved selection, you can do this using the "Delete saved selections":
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C. Database records area
Under the toolbar (functional area) and the selection area 10 database records (this number can be
defined user-specifically, see A.) are displayed in the overview as default (directly above the database
records you can find a bar for the quick selection of records; for more see D.).
Column identifier and control elements in the database records area (overview only):
Module

Module
By clicking in this area the complete display of the request and the
corresponding comments can be switched on (switch to the detailed view).

Version

Version Release Number
Here on quick selection a complete (e.g. 3.22.014) or also incomplete (e.g.
3.23) version number can be entered.

Customer

Customer number
Here on quick selection a customer number (with four or six digits) can be
entered. Only requests of this customer are displayed then.

No

Consecutive number
A consecutive number of a request can be entered here on quick selection

Status

directly.
Information on the processing status of the request (controlled by Omikron):
open
to be done
rejected
done
double
accepted
deferred
deleted
cannot be reproduced
give more information
in examination
information added
assigned
Here on quick selection a certain status can be selected. Only those requests
are then displayed, which have this status.

Type

Entries on the type of request:

Change:
Priority/ Misc.

New:

Error:

Misc.:

Read or edited by the current user: [eye is absent]
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Priority:
Low:

Middle:

High:

Immense:

Partner status:
Not accepted:

Accepted:

:

rtner st tus
s eedbac on the status assigned by mi ron to the re uest you can accept it
not accept it or you can ithdra your re uest (c chapter
p
)
A r
st tus t e request:
A request becomes only then visible for Omikron if you have approved it. This
can be recognized by the green traffic light for the respective request ( emporary
approval necessary for special case o "t o stage approval", see chapter 5.).
Request entered:

emporary approval:

Final approval:

If the request contains an attachment, it can be opened with this icon:
The footer of your browser will give you information on the type of attachment,
e.g.:

Call e-mail address of the originator:
Clicking the icon opens an existing mail client with the given address and an
appropriate subject.

Description of
request

By clicking the request text title a popup opens displaying further
information.
Example:
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A popup can be quitted by ESC or via close button [x]. Several popups can be
opened simultaneously.
For more information you have to open the detailed view of the request by
clicking in the leading area.
To be done in
in
Done in

Last changed
Created
Customer
reference

Here the version/release is displayed, in which the notified error/change request
will be presumably rectified/considered.
After the processing the version/release is displayed, in which the notified
error/change request has been rectified/considered.
Here the date is displayed, when the request was changed the last time.
Here the date is displayed, when the request was entered for the first time.
Customer reference
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D. Further useful functions
Quick selection:
Using the quick selection bar

above the data records an easy selection for all fields can be accomplished very fast,
e.g. for date:

for certain status information:

or for text components:

A quick selection in the field "Description of request" scans the short and long request text as well as
the comment.
To start the selection/text search simply confirm your input with [Enter] from the keyboard or use the
Refresh button at the beginning of the quick selection bar:
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Show and hide columns:
Within the quick selection line you open with a downward pointing arrow

a window, in which you can select/unselect the columns to be displayed:

Move, minimize, maximize columns, restore column layout:

Within the quick selection line the column headers can be used to move the colums as you like:
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If an appropriate insert position is reached, an arrow indicates the place, where the column concerned
is inserted:

Columns can be minimized and maximized:

In order to restore the original column layout you click on the following button in the quick selection
bar:
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Sorting:
The headings of the columns can be clicked, in order to accomplish a sorting of the requests shown
after these columns. The appropriate sorting is shown in each case.
Ascending order:

Descending order:

No sorting:
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If you made a selection and a sorting of the list via columns, check boxes are displayed in front of the
individual data records for ticking:

In the commands area additional icons appear for

checking all

or unchecking all

requests.

Using this multiple choice of data records in the overview you can set e.g. several requests to "Read"
at one time:
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5. Approval status and approval of requests
Each user may or may not be authorised to approve requests. Normally, the approval takes place on
one level.
As a special case, a two-level approval can be set up in a cooperation of two different customers. A
customer A is linked with a second customer B who is particularly familiar with the request system
(the main users are linked in each case). Customer A then only has "temporary approval
authorisation" and customer B acts as the "final approval".
In principle, a newly entered request is given the approval status 'request entered' (red traffic light).
Such requests are only visible to the recording customer, all other customers and Omikron itself are
not yet shown these requests. A user of the entering customer with approval authorisation then
approves them for further processing. The approved request receives the approval status 'final
approval' (green traffic light). These requests are then immediately visible to all and can be processed
by Omikron.
Special case of two-level approval: After the first approval by the entering customer (approval status:
temporary approval; yellow traffic light), requests are only visible for the entering customer and the
'user for final approval'. The 'user for final approval' must then give the final approval to these
requests, then these requests are visible for all and can be processed by Omikron.
Processing of approved requests (withdrawal of approval) by the customer is no longer possible once
the request has been processed by Omikron. All external customers can then only maintain the
discussion field.

A. Normal Case: One-level approval
Which users can view, edit, approve requests depending on the approval status:

Visibility
Editor without approval
Editor with approval
External with/without appr.

at Approval status
"Request entered"

at Approval status
"Final Approval"

x
x
-

x
x
x

Editibility
Editor without approval
Editor with approval
External with/without appr.

x
x
-

-

Approval
Editor without approval
Editor with approval
External with/without appr.

x
-

-

Withdrawal of Approval*
Editor without approval
Editor with approval
External with/without appr.

-

x*
* only until processing
by Omikron
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B. Special case: Two-level approval
Which users can view, edit, approve requests depending on the approval status:

Visibility
Editor without approval
Editor with approval
External with/without appr.
User Final approval without
approval
User Final approval with
approval

Approval status
"Final approval"

Approval status
"Request entered"

Approval status
"Temporary approval"

x
x
-

x
x
-

x
x
x

-

-

x

-

x

x

x
x
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

x after Final approval

-

-

x after Req. entered
-

x as
-

-

-

-

-

Editibility
Editor without approval
Editor with approval
External with/without appr.
User Final approval without
approval
User Final approval with
approval
Approval
Editor without approval
x after Temporary appr.
Editor with approval
External with/without appr.
User Final approval without
approval
User Final approval with
approval
Withdrawal of Approval
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-

--------

<----------

Editor without approval
Editor with approval
External with/without appr.
User Final approval without
approval
User Final approval with
approval

x after Temporary appr.
only until processing by
Omikron
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